Smokeless Log and Cartridge Instructions

SAFETY

Only for use by adults, in a wood-burning or gel fireplace, or in
outdoor fire pit. The cartridge must be level and secure. Never
place cartridge where it can tilt or fall. (See diagrams on back.) Never refill cartridges
with anything, as they are only meant to burn the gel they come with. Never wear
long or loose sleeves when lighting or extinguishing a fire. Never leave a fire unattended. In case of emergency use a CO2 fire extinguisher. If gel gets into eyes flush
with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention. If gel ingested do not induce
vomiting and seek medical attention. Gel contains isopropyl alcohol.

LIGHTING A FIRE:
Place the cartridge on a table top and hold it down with one hand. Pry the lid off
with a screwdriver, as you would a paint can. Then place the cartridge inside your
log or steel cartridge holder. After the cartridge is inside the log or steel cartridge
holder light it with a long “Bar-B-Q” match or lighter. Do not put the match or
lighter into the gel, just bring it close.
If you have a unit that can burn either one or two cartridges, to burn one cartridge follow
the instructions above. To burn two cartidges first open both cartridges and put them
both in the log or steel holder. Then light them both. Do not put in one cartridge, light
it, and then put in another. Never touch or move one cartridge while the other is on
fire.

EXTINGUISHING THE FIRE:
The fire will go out on its own when the gel is used up. To manually extinguish the fire
grab the Snuffer Plate with a pair of pliers or kitchen tongs and put the plate on the flat
top of the cartridge, not on the rim. Make sure the snuffer is on the flat top of the cartridge. (See diagram on back.) Then just leave it alone. If you are burning two cartridges put one plate on each. Do not move a single snuffer plate from one cartridge
to another. If you are burning two cartridges use two snuffer plates.

Diagrams for
Smokeless Log and Cartridge Instructions

Cartridge must be flat, secure and level.
Make sure the gel cartridge is sitting on a flat and secure
surface that is level, like the floor of a
wood burning fireplace. If
you use a log grate, make
sure it is this style so
that the cartridge sits flat
and level.

NEVER PUT THE
CARTRIDGE ON
A SURFACE
WHERE IT
CAN TIP OVER
OR WHERE THE
CARTRIDGE
IS
NOT LEVEL AND
SECURE.

To Extinguish
To extinguish the fire put the snuffer
plate flat on top of the cartridge, as
shown here. Use pliers or kitchen
tongs when you put the snuffer plate
flat on top of the cartridge.
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cartridge

cartridge

